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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A pocket sheet having mounting perforations on a rein 
forced edge and the access opening for the pocket is in 
clined at an angle downwardly from one end toward the 
free edge thereof. The pocket is formed in a manner to 
present maximum capacity. The invention also pertains to 
the method of making such a pocket sheet. 

The invention relates to improvements in pocket sheets 
for loose-leaf binders and to the method of manufacture 
for the same. 

Heretofore, pocket sheets of this general character have 
been manufactured from cut blanks in such a manner that 
when bound in a ring binder, access to the pocket therein 
is di?icult owing primarily to the fact that the opening to 
the pocket is disposed at an angle extending inwardly 
downwardly from the free edge to the bound edge. Fur 
ther, such pocket sheets present an edge of single thick~ 
ness for attachment to the binder, and, additionally, are 
di?icult to manufacture in existing automatic machines 
owing to the presence of an index tab on the free edge 
thereof. Also, because of the manner in which the pocket 
panel is secured to the main panel, the access opening to 
the pocket and the pocket capacity itself is substantially 
restricted. . 

In the herein disclosed structure, the pocket sheet which 
is formed from a pre-cut blank, has a double thickness 
throughout the length of its attachment edge, and, further, 
the pocket access opening is angled outwardly from the 
attachment edge, thus affording easy access to the interior 
of the pocket. Also, owing to the novel manner of assem 
bly, the access opening to the pocket is substantially coin 
cidental to the width of the pocket sheet and the pocket 
therefore has maximum capacity. Because of the speci?c 
structure giving rise to these advantages, it is possible to 
manufacture these pocket sheets by feeding the blanks 
through a conventional type of right-angle glueing ma 
chine, such as, for example, by use of an International 
Right-angle Gluer, manufactured by International Ma 
chine Co. Such machines embody means to successively 
perform the necessary folds in the blank and to turn a 
partially formed blank 90°, so as to perform automatically 
all the steps of the forming, adhesive applying and sealing 
operations in continuous succession. 

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide a 
pocket sheet of the character referred to. 

Another object is to provide a pocket sheet having at 
tachment perforations on a double ply edge. 

Another object is to provide a pocket sheet of the char 
acter referred to having an angularly disposed access 
opening arranged with its lowermost edge terminating at 
the free edge of the pocket sheet. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a pocket 
sheet of the character referred to wherein the pocket is 
disposed on the back side of the sheet. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a pocket 
sheet having a pocket of maximum capacity. 
Another object is to provide a novel method of assem 

bling such pocket sheets from single blanks of sheet mate 
rial. 
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The structure and means by which the above noted and 

other advantages and objects of the invention are attained 
will be described in the following speci?cation, taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, showing a 
preferred illustrative embodiment of the invention, in 
which: 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a cut blank of foldable shape 
retaining sheet material. 

FIG. 2 is a plan view of the back side of a ?nished 
pocket sheet. 

FIG. 3 is a plan view of the front side of a ?nished 
pocket sheet. 

FIG. 4 is a top end view of the pocket sheet. 
FIG. 5 is a schematic view illustrating the successive 

steps taken in the glueing and assembling of the pocket 
sheet. 

Referring now to the exemplary disclosure of the in 
vention as shown in the accompanying drawings, the im 
proved pocket sheet is for-med from a blank 11 of paper 
board or like shape-retaining material suitably die cut 
and scored to provide a main or ?rst panel 12 and a sub 
stantially triangular shaped pocket or second panel 13 
hingedly connected to panel 12 on complemental longitu 
dinal edges by a fold line 14 preferably generated by scor 
ing. The other or free longitudinal edge of panel 12 has 
an integral index tab 12a that may be located at any de 
sired position along the length thereof. One end of panel 
12 carries a flap 15, connected thereto by a fold line 16‘, 
whereas the short free longitudinal edge of panel 13 car 
ries a ?ap 17 connected thereto along fold line 18. The 
pocket panel 13 has one of its edges 19 curved gracefully 
from the end 18a of fold line 18 upwardly to the un 
?apped end edge 12b of panel 12. The side edges of 
?aps 15 and 17 may be tapered inwardly from their ad 
jacent folds 16 and 18, respectively, as to permit the 
?aps to lie wholly within the plane of the surface of each 
adjacent panel 13 and 12, respectively, and bottom ?ap 
15 may also be perforated to give added three ply strength 
at the fold 14 for mounting the pocket sheet in a ring 
binder. 

In fabrication of the pocket sheet from such a blank, 
a series of such blanks are fed, one at a time, in a ?at con 
dition onto suitable conveyor means in a folding and 
glueing machine. This machine is not shown in the draw 
ings, but FIG. 5 depicts the paths along which a stream of 
blanks advance through the machine and the various suc~ 
cessive steps of the glueing and folding accomplished dur 
ing their advance. As is well understood in the art, such 
a machine includes means like conveyors 21 and 22 for 
advancing the streams of blanks to successive stations 
where various operations are performed, as well as re 
quisite belts, rollers and plows (not shown for perform~ 
ing such operations. . 

Viewing FIG. 5, the ?at blank 11 is advanced through 
the ‘machine in a ?at condition on conveyor 21 to Station 
A, whereupon the ?ap 17 encounters a plow (see arrow 
“p”) that folds it over 180° so that it lies ?at on the top 
surface of the back panel 13. It then passes beneath an 
adhesive applying roller 23 (at Station B) which coats 
the upper surface of the folded ?ap 17 with a suitable 
adhesive. As the blank leaves Station B, the pocket or 
back panel 13 is folded over 180° along fold line’ 14 so 
as to lie ?at against the opposed surface of the front panel 
12. This folding is illustrated by arrow “Pa,” at Station 
C. Pressure is then applied, as by belts or rollers (not 
shown) to insure adhesion of ?ap 17 to the front panel 
surface. 
The partially assembled pocket sheet is then carried 

from Station C onto conveyor 22 moving in the same 
plane as but in a direction at right angles to the ?rst 
named conveyor 21. The ?ap 15 is now coated with a 
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layer of adhesive applied thereto by a roller 24 at Sta 
tion D, following which the adhesive coated ?ap 15 is 
plowed over or otherwise folded (see arrow “Pb”) along 
fold line 16 so as to overlay the top surface of pocket 
panel 13. The complete assembly then is pressed by means 
of suitable belts, rollers, or platens (not shown) for a 
period of time suf?cient to insure adhesion of the adhesive 
joints. 

After forming, a series of perforations 25 are preformed 
adjacent to the fold 14, as by drilling, so as to provide 
apertures for threading onto the rings of a conventional 
ring binder (not shown). 

Both the front and back surfaces of the completed pock-' 
et sheet may bear any desired printing material. 

It should be apparent that owing to the manner of as 
sembly, the access opening to the pocket, along curved 
edge 19, is co-extensive with the width of the pocket sheet 
and access thereinto for insertion and withdrawal of the 
contents may be easily accomplished. As shown in FIG. 4, 
the pocket formed therein has a width substantially equal 
to the width of the pocket sheet. 
Although I have described a preferred embodiment of 

my invention in considerable detail, it will be understood 
that the description thereof is intended to be illustrative 
rather than restrictive, as details of the structure and the 
steps of the method may be modi?ed or changed without 
departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Ac 
cordingly, I do not desire to be restricted to the exact con 
struction shown and described. 

I claim: 
1. A one piece pocket sheet for loose leaf binders com 

prising a substantially rectangular ?rst panel, a second 
panel of substantially the same width as the ?rst panel 
and having parallel side edges, one of said second panel 
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side edges being co-extensive with a side edge of the ?rst 
panel and the other second panel side edge being partially 
co-extensive 'with a side edge of the ?rst panel, a fold 
integrally joining said ?rst co-extensive side edges and 
said panels being folded along said fold to lie one over 
the other surface to surface, a ?rst ?ap integrally con 
nected by a fold to said second side edge of the second 
panel, said ?ap lying between the ?rst and second panels 
and adhesively secured to the opposed surface of the ?rst 
panel, a second ?ap on one end edge of the ?rst panel over 
lying and adhesively secured to the outside surface of the 
second panel, and perforations adjacent said fold for 

- mounting said pocket sheet in a loose leaf binder. 
2. The pocket sheet recited in claim 1, in which the 

side edge of the ?rst panel remote from said fold has an 
integral index tab protruding therefrom. 

3. The pocket sheet recited in claim 1, in which the 
side edges of each of the flaps are tapered inwardly from 
the panel adjacent thereto as to lie wholly Within the plane 
of the surface of said adjacent panel. 

4. The pocket sheet recited in claim 1, in which the 
second ?ap is also perforated. 
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